GREAT    TRADE     ROUTE
"the South Coast/5 you mean the shores of the English
Channel. But if you say "the South/5 tout court it is ten to
one that you mean the country of Lee and profusion and
Stonewall Jackson and irresponsibility and of Washington,
and the feudal tradition and of Jefferson and Monticello
and of odd, old things turning up and astonishing you in
odd old places in an unnoticeable temperature, where for
most of the time you don't have to think of the weather
because peaches grow best in a world where it is most
usually just at skin heat.
That is the South. It would describe any region along the
Great Trade Route, but it applies particularly to-day to
the South that was martyrized after the Civil War of the
United States of North America, because the problems
then raised are newer and more unsettled than those of
any other South. Because of that it is the South that most
immediately jumps into the mind when one uses those two
syllables.
In much the same way when you say "the North" to-day
you mean the region that had a Tea-party and imposed
an "accursed" tariff that ruined the South of the planters,
that sighed with discreet relief when Lincoln was murdered,
that swarmed in the South like locusts and that now has to
foot the bill in a world headed for disaster.
§
There is a spot near New Castle the thought of which
sends a peculiar shiver through me—whenever I think of it.
It is a sort of alarming white triumphal arch made of papier
mache or three-ply wood or tin or cellophane. It proclaims
—just on the spot where the first Lord Delaware landed
and took seisin in the shape of twigs and bread and things
—that this is the gateway to the North. So it is presumably
now of cellophane, though I do not think it was when I last
saw it. It has something of the Arc de Triomphe, something
of the arch of Titus outside Orange, something of the arch
of Hang Ko Sai outside Pekin^ something of the Comforters
of Gettysburg, and a general architectural air of having
been designed by the architect of a Roxy cinema. It is? in

